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2Q22 -22.8% -23.0% -19.3% Alpha (annualized) 9.5 0.0

YTD -32.7% -33.1% -29.5% Beta 1.1 1.0

1 YEAR -32.0% -32.7% -33.4% Information Ratio 1.1 0.0

3 YEARS 10.6% 9.5% 1.4% Sharpe Ratio 0.4 0.0

5 YEARS 12.5% 11.4% 4.8% Standard Deviation (%) 27.2 24.7

10 YEARS 13.2% 12.0% 9.3% Upside Capture (%) 133.9 100.0

ITD** 9.4% 8.3% 6.8% Downside Capture (%) 98.1 100.0

*Russell 2000 Growth Index. **Composite inception date: 7/1/2007. Returns over one year are 

annualized. Performance for individual accounts may vary. See performance disclosure for 

additional information.  Past perf ormance  i s  no guarantee  of  f uture  resul ts .  

*Russell 2000 Growth Index.  Risk statistics are based on monthly gross composite 

return series. Source: Nicholas Investment Partners and evestment. Performance for 

individual accounts may vary. See performance disclosure for additional information.  

Past perf ormance  i s  no guarantee  of  f uture  resul ts .  

Composite Perfomance: June 30, 2022 Trailing 3-Yr risk Stats: June 30, 2022
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Performance Discussion
Macro factors remained a dominant theme for much of the second quarter, however, a sudden pause in the upward path of
interest rates offered a welcome reprieve from the systematic headwinds.

During the period, we observed that some of the strongest performance during the late June rebound came from the
smallest cohort, particularly those with elevated short interest ratios (i.e. lower quality). While not necessarily a stat to
celebrate, it provides some support for our view that much of the multiple contraction may be in the past, and the
indiscriminate selling is beginning to wane.

The US Small Cap strategy generated a return of -22.8% (gross) in 2Q22 and -32.7% on a year-to-date basis. This compares
to the Russell 2000 Growth Index of -19.3% and -29.5% respectively.

Industrials, healthcare, technology, and consumer discretionary were detractors in the quarter on an absolute basis, due to
a continuation in selling of longer duration assets as well as concerns over a Fed-induced slowing of US GDP. An overweight
to key consumer staples positions were additive to both absolute and relative returns. Here, our focus is on high quality
companies our research confirms are well positioned to benefit from consumer wallet share shifts.

Relative to the Russell 2000 Growth Index, consumer staples and tech positions outperformed in comparison while real
estate and industrial holdings underperformed.
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Portfolio Discussion

Largest Contributors:

Grocery Outlet (GO): The company (discount groceries) continues to build momentum as Same-Store-Sales have
improved each month in 2022 as consumers become more frugal in spending habits given inflationary
pressures. We expect these pressures to remain throughout 2022 and see a potentially weakening economy
driving incremental traffic to GO. Their business is better positioned today compared to previous recessionary periods
following significant investments in fresh merchandising, expanded supplier relationships, and personalization.
Additionally, GO has initiated a full roll out of the Instacart capabilities across the store fleet following positive initial
results at the pilot stores, boosting e-commerce traffic.

Argenx (ARGX): ARGX was a key contributor in the quarter. Shares had come under pressure during the first quarter
due to competitive concerns ahead of UCB’s rozanolixizumab Phase 3 readout in Myasthenia gravis. The UCB profile
proved not to appear competitive, largely due to poor tolerated and inferior delivery profile. With a two-year
commercial head start, we are not overly concerned on the competitive front and ARGX remains a core holding.

Switch (SWCH): SWCH, which provides data center infrastructure services, reported solid 1Q22 results, $19.9MM in
leasing (in-line with TTM avg.), and maintained its 2022 guidance. Revenue growth is 10 to 12% and margins improving
by over 200bpt to 55%. Their data centers are considered the most advanced Tier 4 Gold. Switch also announced that it
will be acquired by DigitalBridge (DBRG) for $34.25 per share (~11% premium) in an all-cash transaction valued at
approximately $11 billion, including the assumption of debt.

Largest Detractors:

Kornit Digital (KRNT): Shares pulled back following a disappointing 2Q results largely due to slowdown in digital printing
equipment orders from Amazon. Kornit’s management said that construction of several Amazon facilities has been
delayed—some due to logistics issues—and that some of these facilities are now not expected to come online until
2023. We view this as a near-term issue for 2H22 and trimmed the position down from ~3% to ~1.5% to realize long-
term profits. We continue to believe that Kornit is positioned for long-term growth as the leader in high-throughput
digital textile printing, a growing industry that, despite near-term headwinds, should play an increasingly important role
in textile production.

Bill.com (BILL): Bill.com (cloud-based software) reported 1Q results inline to slightly higher than expected, though
issued conservative guidance. We added to our position as we believe the market under-appreciates BILL’s growth
drivers and we expect the company will be FCF positive next fiscal year (starts from July this year) with growth >25%
higher than consensus estimates.

DigitalBridge (DBRG): DBRG (REIT for towers and digital infrastructure) reported slight downside 1Q22 results including
revenue where slight upside Digital Investment Management (IM) revenue was offset by downside Digital Operating
revenue. Our research indicates that DBRG is increasingly looking to achieve scale via IM which we view favorably but
believe that lower Digital Op. guidance maybe disappointing to some. That said, we continue to have a positive long-
term view. From our perspective, this capital light approach is appealing given the ability for DBRG to upsize its
deployable capital base by raising third-party money, while earning steady long-term management fee revenues.
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Positioning and Outlook
At a high level, we assume the economy will slow over the next 6-12 months with varying degrees of impact across
sectors. Though we believe earnings expectations for the full year remain too high, fundamentals are far from dire.
Demand growth is not slowing as aggressively as many have thought, however, the macro-induced factors will strain
revenue and earnings growth visibility.

The biggest thing small-cap growth equities have going for them is that they were quick to discount a potential recession.
The Russell 2000 Growth's forward P/E has dropped to 19.6x 2022 estimates, in line with the long-term average; levels
not seen since 2016. Relative to large cap growth, the small-cap growth valuation dislocation is even more apparent.
From a positioning perspective, many of the most heavily debated topics this year have now become the consensus view.
Sentiment is poor and positioning is relatively defensive.

Small Cap Growth Relative Forward Valuations vs. Large Cap Growth Are Compelling

Source: Jefferies, FTSE/Russell, Nicholas Investment Partners. Supplemental information. Based on historical data of the Russell 2000 Growth and
Russell 1000 Growth Index. The Russell Indices are unmanaged indices of common stock performance. Not an investment recommendation. Results
may vary for different time periods. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
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Positioning and Outlook
With much of the multiple contraction complete, the threat of an estimate revision cycle is on top of investor’s minds.
Survey work we track suggests a vast majority of investors view Q2 earnings season as a potential negative catalyst for
stocks. We expect 2Q22 actuals to be fairly strong, however, the focus will be on the full-year guidance and
corresponding estimate revisions.

Reviewing the magnitude of estimate cuts over the trailing six weeks, we observe that >75% of constituents have not
seen a downward revision to estimates in ‘2022/2023, making it clear that consensus estimates remain complacent in
their expectations.

Estimate Revisions

As of July 6, 2022. Source: Factset; FTSE/Russell and Nicholas Investment Partners
Based on EPS and revenue estimate for a representative US Small Cap portfolio and the Russell 2000 Growth Index.

As noted previously, the impact of inflation and slowing growth will not be evenly distributed. As such, some companies
may not be under so much pressure that a downward revision to guidance is necessary. The question will be whether
investors believe executives in this position or will they write them off as having their head in the sand. Here we think
company executives may be well-served to thread the needle by acknowledging the threat of slowing demand, while
reaffirming strength, but moderating the high end of guidance range to appease the skeptics. Counter-intuitively, we
believe that companies that do not acknowledge a change in the demand environment (regardless if true), will likely see
their stock prices languish. Meanwhile, in circumstances where multiple contraction has overshot to the downside, a
major negative revision to guidance could be a recipe for positive stock response. We’re reminded of a recent comment
from a large software company CEO who said, “if any company is saying it is not becoming harder to do business, that
guy is lying to you, period.”

Consistent with our investment process, we approach the current opportunity set with a quality lens; seeking to identify
and invest in those companies we believe are best in class. Entering 3Q22, the portfolio is tilted toward those segments
and companies which we believe are in a position to capitalize on sustainable demand while effectively managing costs.
Notable inclusions in this category include healthcare and software. Both sectors have experienced improved
performance following the stabilization in yields, a trend we expect to continue.
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During the last few weeks in the quarter, software valuations retrenched to the lowest of the pandemic sell-off lows,
prompting us to start adding to our software holdings (now neutral weight). ) We believe that demand is stickier this
cycle than in cycles past. We expect growth will get a little harder in 2H22 and 1H23 but for those serving a critical role in
the tech stack, their services/technologies are less discretionary today given the digital nature of the economy. The
discounted valuations and belief that software companies will be able to manage costs and preserve FCF in a downturn,
while still investing in long-term growth, gives us comfort.

The healthcare sector has experienced a longer and deeper drawdown than any other sector. While the broader market
sell-off has created pockets of value across a variety of industries, biotech has unique appeal. Given the extreme
dislocation in the sector, valuation has become undeniably compelling. The industry’s catalyst driven return profile also
creates idiosyncratic opportunities less present in other segments of the market. Meanwhile, given the broader market’s
concern regarding estimate revision risk, this could prove to be one of the rare cases where clinical stage biotech’s lack of
revenues/cash flow proves to be a benefit. Despite the volatility, we believe the medium-to-long term outlook in the life
sciences segment is positive in both absolute terms and relative to other growth segments.

Sector Weight Changes – June 30, 2022

Source: FactSet, Nicholas Investment Partners.
Information is reported in US dollars. Results are for a representative portfolio. The characteristic profiles for client accounts may vary from the
representative account. While Nicholas believes the information is representative of other accounts in strategy, specific information for client
accounts may differ from the representative account. Additional information about the portfolio is available upon request. Please refer to the

appendix for additional disclosures including the GIPS performance presentation. Supplemental information.

With persistent inflation, consumer sentiment today is at historical lows and beginning to impact buying behavior.
Surveys suggest that the high-end consumer feels worse than the low end. Given the shift in sentiment, we expect a
more frugal consumer going forward thus have selectively increased our exposure to consumer staples (12% on average,
up from 1% the prior quarter). Specific additions to portfolio include BJ Wholesales (BJ) and Grocery Outlet (GO). BJ
Wholesales (East Coast warehouse club), for example, is experiencing accelerating membership fee income trends (up
~21% y/y) and performance in the key food/grocery categories. Strong membership growth underpins one of our key
positive investment themes, which is that BJ is a better company today than they were pre-pandemic as customers
continue to gravitate to its model, and customers remain sticky. Thus, we continue to expect the company’s extremely
strong customer value proposition to drive further market share gains against the backdrop of the current elevated
inflationary environment.
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Conclusions

We believe the selling pressure in small cap has been indiscriminate dragging us to cycle lows. Many companies that are
pursuing worthwhile endeavors are being ascribed very little value in our view and are trading side-by-side with low
quality assets. We believe investors can confidently capitalize on this protracted dislocation with exposure to high quality,
deeply discounted companies that have identifiable, value-creating catalysts and idiosyncratic return drivers within the
next 12-18 month

We continue to expect volatility to remain elevated as we move through the crux of the tightening cycle. However,
valuations on current year estimates have significantly re-rated, providing support. 2023 multiples look compelling even
when factoring in potential estimate revision.

We are very enthusiastic about 2024 multiples, though a bit too far away to forecast growth with high confidence. Should
growth hold up through this period, today’s levels could prove to be the cycle low, offering an excellent entry point.
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TOP 5 HOLDINGS SECTOR WEIGHT (%)

WillScot Mobile Mini Industrials 4.2

Element Solutions Industrials 4.0

TreeHouse Foods Consumer Staples 3.6

CACI International Industrials 3.5

Lattice Semiconductor Information Technology 3.2

CHARACTERISTICS
US 

SMALL CAP
R2000 

GROWTH

EPS Growth (FY1/FY2 wtd. avg.) 24.2% 21.5%

EPS Growth (3–5 year wtd. avg.) 13.7% 16.3%

P/E (FY2 wtd. harmonic avg.) 14.5 x 11.6 x

P/B (wtd. harmonic avg.) 2.7 x 3.3 x

Market Cap (wtd. avg.) $5.8 B $2.9 B

Market Cap (median) $4.0 B $1.1 B

Portfolio Characteristics
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US Small Cap

Russell 2000 Growth Index

SUMMARY
US 

SMALL CAP

Number of Holdings 63

% Active Share 92.4

% Off Benchmark Weight 58.8

% of Equity 96.7

% of Cash 3.3

MC_SC_2Q22

-4.0 -3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0

Cash

Energy

Consumer Staples

Health Care

Comm. Services

Utilities

Unassigned

Info. Technology

Materials

Financials

Con. Discretionary

Real Estate

Industrials

Allocation Effect

Stock Selection Effect

Total Effect

Performance Attribution vs. R2000 Growth
2Q22 

TOP 5
AVG WEIGHT 

(%)
CONTRIB TO 

RETURN*

Grocery Outlet Holding 1.5 0.5

argenx SE ADR 2.5 0.5

Switch, Inc. Class A 1.7 0.3

Biohaven Pharmaceutical 1.0 0.3

TreeHouse Foods 1.0 0.3

Source: FactSet, Nicholas Investment Partners. Based on a representative portfolio. Specific securities identified do not represent all securities purchased, sold or 
recommended to advisory clients. It should not be assumed investments in these securities were or will be profitable. Past performance is no guarantee of future 
results. 

5 Largest Absolute Contributors– 2Q22

BOTTOM 5
AVG WEIGHT 

(%)
CONTRIB TO 

RETURN*

Kornit Digital Ltd. 2.0 -1.9

Bill.com Holdings 2.4 -1.6

DigitalBridge Group 3.0 -1.1

Innovative Industrial 2.0 -1.1

Dutch Bros Inc. 1.9 -1.0

*Contribution to portfolio absolute return.

5 Largest Absolute Detractors– 2Q22
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Disclosure
Nicholas Investment Partners, L.P. (“Nicholas”) is an independent investment adviser registered with the SEC. Registration with the SEC
does not imply a certain level of skill or training. The firm maintains a complete list and description of performance composites, which is
available upon request. Policies for valuing portfolios, calculating performance, and preparing presentations are available upon request.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Current performance may be lower or higher than the performance presented. This
information is intended for institutions, consultants and qualified investors only. No part of this material may be copied or duplicated or
distributed to any third party without written consent.

Nicholas does not guarantee the success of any investment product. There are risks associated with all investments and returns will vary
over time due to many factors such as changing market conditions, liquidity, economic and other factors. The value of investments can go
down as well as up, and a loss of principal may occur. Although Nicholas attempts to limit various risks, risk management does not imply
low risk. All risk models are inherently limited and subject to changes in economic, political and market conditions, as well as changes in
the strategies’ holdings, among other things, which could affect the risk profile of any portfolio managed by Nicholas. Small- and mid-cap
companies may be subject to a higher-degree of risk than larger more established companies’ securities. The liquidity of the markets for
these small and mid-cap companies may adversely affect the value of these investments. Concentrated or sector strategies are expected
to maintain higher exposures to a limited number of securities or sectors which could increase the volatility, market, liquidity and other
risks of the strategy.

Some information herein reflects general market commentary and the current opinions of the author which are subject to change without
notice. It is provided for general informational purposes only and does not represent investment, legal, regulatory or tax advice and should
not be construed as a recommendation of any security, strategy or investment product. There is no guarantee any opinion, forecast, or
objective will be achieved in the future. The information, charts and reports contained herein are unaudited. Although some information
contained herein was obtained from recognized and trusted sources believed to be reliable, its accuracy and completeness cannot be
guaranteed. Unless otherwise noted, Nicholas is the source of illustrations. References to specific securities, issuers and market sectors are
for illustrative purposes only. Nicholas does not undertake to keep the recipients of this report advised of future developments or of
changes in any of the matters discussed in this report.

Performance contribution/attribution, characteristics and portfolio risk statistics information is from a representative account for the
strategy composite. The representative account was chosen based on non-performance criteria such as account size, cash flows and the
level of account restrictions. While Nicholas believes the information is representative of other accounts in the strategy, specific
information for other accounts may differ from the representative account. Nicholas used third-party information in the preparation of
the characteristics and/or market environment charts. While Nicholas believes the third-party information was obtained from reliable
sources, we cannot guarantee the accuracy, adequacy or completeness of the information obtained from these sources. Factset
performance contribution and attribution information is calculated using a holdings-based methodology utilizing end-of-day portfolio
holdings and does not include transaction data and therefore the returns may not match actual portfolio returns.

Index returns are provided as a general indicator of the investment environment existing during the time periods shown and are provided
for comparison purposes only. The returns for the index do not include any transaction costs, management fees or other costs. Investors
may not make direct investments into any index. Investors should consider comparing the performance of any potential investment to
other benchmarks and indices that are representative of their particular investment objectives, horizons and risk tolerances.
Specific securities identified do not represent all securities purchased, sold or recommended to advisory clients and represent the largest
positions by portfolio weight. It should not be assumed that investments in these, or any other portfolio securities, were or will be
profitable in the future. For a complete list of all securities held during the period or additional information related to this presentation
please email info@nicpartners.com.

Specific securities identified do not represent all securities purchased, sold or recommended to advisory clients and represent the largest
positions by portfolio weight. It should not be assumed that investments in these, or any other portfolio securities, were or will be
profitable in the future. For a complete list of all securities held during the period or additional information related to this presentation
please email info@nicpartners.com.
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Disclosure (continued)

Gross and net returns, presented within were calculated in U.S. dollars on a time-weighted, total return basis, including reinvestment of all
dividends, interest and income, realized and unrealized gains or losses and are net of brokerage commissions, execution costs, and any
applicable foreign taxes. Accrual accounting was used for dividend income recognition. Securities transactions are accounted for on trade
date. Cash and cash equivalents are included in the performance returns. The gross returns do not give effect to investment advisory fees
which would reduce gross returns. The deduction of investment advisory fees will reduce gross returns and are subject to compounding.
The composite results include all actual, fee paying fully discretionary accounts under management by Nicholas after one full calendar
month that have substantially the same investment objectives, policies and restrictions. Unless otherwise noted the returns reflect the
performance of the product composite. Performance and incentive-based fees will have similar, yet often larger, impacts to performance
and account values than standard management fees. Please see Nicholas’ ADV Part 2A for a complete description of investment advisory
fees.

Net returns reflect the deduction of the highest investment management fee for the product, which is 1.00%. Actual fees charged may vary
by portfolio due to various conditions such as account size, client relationship, complexity, etc. Client’s accounts may also be subject to
additional fees unrelated to Nicholas such as custodial and administration fees, among others. Standard Management fee schedule: First
$50M 1.00%, Next $25M 0.85%, Next $25M 0.75%, Thereafter 0.65%.

The Russell 2000 Growth Index measures the performance of the small-cap growth segment of the US equity universe. It includes those
Russell 2000 companies with higher price-to-book ratios and higher forecasted growth values. The Russell 2000 Growth Index is
constructed to provide a comprehensive and unbiased barometer for the small-cap growth segment. The Index is completely reconstituted
annually to ensure larger stocks do not distort the performance and characteristics of the true small-cap opportunity set and that the
represented companies continue to reflect growth characteristics. Index returns include the effect of dividends and income which are
reinvested daily.

The Russell 1000® Growth Index is a market-capitalization weighted index that measures performance of those Russell 1000 companies
with higher price/book ratios and higher forecasted growth values. You cannot invest directly in an index.

Frank Russell Company is the source and owner of the trademarks, service marks and copyrights related to the Russell Indexes. Russell® is a
trademark of Russell Investment Group.
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Nicholas Investment Partners, L.P. is an independent, employee-owned and majority women-owned investment boutique focused on
investing in dynamic, less efficient markets such as US small- and mid-cap equities and convertible bonds. We believe that change creates
opportunity. We invest in dynamic companies with accelerating revenue and/or earnings growth in which our research confirms the
company’s growth is sustainable and the company’s stock is a timely investment. Our edge comes from combining fundamental equity and
credit research with the objectivity and efficiency of quantitative analytics. We have a results-driven and client-centric culture centered on
building lasting and value-added relationships with a select group of institutional and private wealth clients and consultants.

6451 El Sicomoro     │     Rancho Santa Fe, CA 92067     │     (858) 759-4545     │     www.nicpartners.com

Tammy Wiseman
858-381-8183 (direct)
619-857-1195 (cell)
twiseman@nicpartners.com

Brian Pringle, CAIA
858-381-8006 (direct)
415-264-4842 (cell)
bpringle@nicpartners.com


